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A B S T R A C T

An increasing number of studies demonstrate the potential use of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) as a surrogate marker
for multiple indications in cancer, including diagnosis, prognosis, and monitoring. However, harnessing the full
potential of cfDNA requires (i) the optimization and standardization of preanalytical steps, (ii) refinement of
current analysis strategies, and, perhaps most importantly, (iii) significant improvements in our understanding
of its origin, physical properties, and dynamics in circulation. The latter knowledge is crucial for interpreting the
associations between changes in the baseline characteristics of cfDNA and the clinical manifestations of cancer.
In this review we explore recent advancements and highlight the current gaps in our knowledge concerning each
point of contact between cfDNA analysis and the different stages of cancer management.

1. Introduction

Fragmented cell-free DNA (cfDNA) molecules were discovered in the
human circulatory system in 1948 [1]. While this phenomenon seemed
to be trivial at first, its clinical importance was recognized when re-
searchers observed differences between the characteristics of cfDNA from
healthy and diseased individuals. Raised concentrations of cfDNA were
first reported for patients with autoimmune disease and leukemia [2,3].
In the subsequent decades numerous studies have intermittently de-
monstrated that cancer patients generally have high levels of cfDNA vs
healthy subjects [4]. In 1989, Stroun and colleagues demonstrated that a
fraction of the cfDNA present in the plasma of cancer patients is derived
from cancer cells [5], and shortly thereafter another group detected TP53
mutations in the DNA of urinary sediments from patients with invasive
bladder cancer [6]. Follow-up studies not only confirmed that cancer
cells do release detectable amounts of cfDNA fragments into circulation
and other biofluids, but also revealed that these fragments bear the un-
ique genetic and epigenetic alterations that are characteristic of the
tumor from which they originate (reviewed in [7]).

These proof-of-principle studies indicated that kinetic assessment and
molecular profiling of cfDNA may serve a potentially useful role in non-
invasive cancer management. This, in concurrence with the advent of ul-
trasensitive technologies (e.g., next-generation sequencing (NGS), BEAMing
(beads, emulsions, amplification and magnetics), and droplet digital PCR
(ddPCR)) and concomitant improvements in most analytical techniques
acted as a catalyst for a surge in studies investigating the correlation between

the characteristics of cfDNA and a wide range of pathological signatures in
cancer. Besides the possibility of screening both healthy or at-risk asymp-
tomatic patient groups for early detection, diagnosis and treatment of cancer,
this wave of studies has made it clear that cfDNA analysis holds considerable
promise as a surrogate marker for multiple indications in oncology (Fig. 1),
including (i) staging and prognosis, (ii) tumor localization, (iii) initial therapy
stratification, (iv) monitoring response to local or systemic therapies in pa-
tients with a defined diagnosis, (v) monitoring minimal residual disease and
relapse following the completion of the primary therapy, and (vi) identifi-
cation of acquired drug resistance mechanisms.

Although there is still much progress to be made, the feasibility of
cfDNA as a marker for cancer management is underscored by two FDA-
approved applications for cfDNA assays in routine clinical practice, namely
the cobas EGFR Mutation Test v2, an assay designed to help clinicians
identify lung cancer patients that are eligible for erlotinib or osimertinib
treatment [8,9], and Epi proColon, a colorectal cancer (CRC) screening test
based on the methylation status of the SEPT9 promotor [10].

The potential clinical utility of cfDNA has been covered extensively
in previous publications [7,11–19]. This review will explore the most
recent advancements concerning each of the aforementioned indica-
tions, and provide an up-to-date view on the clinical scope of cfDNA
analysis in cancer. In addition, it will address the importance of method
standardization. It will also highlight the current gaps in our knowledge
concerning the biology of cfDNA, a factor which may represent a sub-
stantial hindrance to the rapid translation of basic research to routine
clinical practice.
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2. Origin, physical characteristics, and fluctuation of cfDNA

Despite the ubiquity of cfDNA in human body fluids, its molecular
origin remains poorly understood. Excluding exogenous sources of
cfDNA, several possible sources and cognate mechanisms have been
proposed. First, early studies suggested that cfDNA enters circulation
following the lysis of cells on the interface between a tumor and cir-
culation. However, this was disproved after it was shown that the
concentration of cfDNA in the blood of cancer patients is greater than
could be accounted for by the mass of cells present [20,21]. Second, it
was proposed that cfDNA may originate from the destruction of tumor
micrometastases and circulating cancer cells. However, this was proven
to be false since specific mutations in the cfDNA from CRC patients
could not be correlated with mutations in the cells of the Ficoll layer
where micrometastatic cells should be present [22,23]. There remain
three more possible sources that may account for the occurrence of
cfDNA, namely: apoptosis, necrosis, and active cellular secretion.

Sizing of cfDNA often generates a “ladder” pattern representing
apoptotic fragmentation. The majority of DNA produced by apoptosis
has a modal size of ˜166 bp, which corresponds to 147 bp of DNA
wrapped around a nucleosome plus the stretch of DNA on Histone H1
that links two nucleosome cores. However, depending on nuclease ac-
tion apoptosis can also produce longer DNA fragments, representing di-,
tri-, or poly-nucleosomes [24–29]. Using different experimental ap-
proaches, recent studies have demonstrated smaller fragment sizes (as
short as 90 bp) for tumor-derived cfDNA compared to wild-type cfDNA

[30–34]. The cause of this shortening is not fully understood, but
possible explanations include (i) differences in nucleosome wrapping or
the mode of nuclease action between different tissue types, (ii) differ-
ential cfDNA size recovery of different extraction methods, or (iii)
biases introduced during commonly used single-stranded DNA library
preparation methods (reviewed in [7]). In contrast to apoptosis, cfDNA
fragments larger than 10,000 bp are often observed in cancer patients,
indicating an origin from necrosis [29,35–38]. An argument against
necrosis as the primary pathway for cfDNA release comes from ob-
servations that cfDNA levels decrease by approximately 90% following
radiation therapy. If necrosis ensued, a surge and not a decline in cfDNA
concentration would be expected [21,39]. However, it can also be ar-
gued that the reduction of cfDNA levels may be due to radiation-in-
duced inhibition of cfDNA release pathways in healthy cells [40]. It
may be of interest to note that other forms of cell death (e.g., pyr-
optosis, autophagy, phagocytosis, mitotic catastrophe, and NETosis)
can also serve as sources for cfDNA. For example, NETosis results in the
decondensation of chromatin, cell lysis, disruption of nuclear mem-
branes, and finally the liberation of neutrophil extracellular DNA traps
(NETs),which is composed of extracellular DNA fibers and defense-re-
lated substances and invading microorganisms [41]. However, the
characteristics of the cfDNA derived from these mechanisms have not
yet been elucidated [42].

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) can also be released into blood cir-
culation during the above-mentioned cellular clearance or repair pro-
cesses [43–46]. While the structure of cell-free mtDNA (cf-mtDNA) is

Fig. 1. Potential applications of cell-free DNA in cancer management. Profiling of cancer-associated genetic alterations in cell-free DNA (cfDNA) may enable the
large-scale screening of healthy or at-risk population groups for the early detection of multiple cancers. Furthermore, accumulating data demonstrates the potential
clinical value of cfDNA analysis for the care of cancer patients at various stages of the disease. The level of cancer-associated mutations detected in cfDNA generally
corresponds with tumor burden, and quantification thereof can serve as an indicator of disease stage and outcome. Tissue-specific nucleosome-spacing patterns and
methylation signatures are encoded in cfDNA, and this information is useful for diagnosis, but can also be harnessed to pinpoint the location of tumors, especially
those of unknown primary. Novel targeted therapies are only effective when specific pathways are altered in cancer cells. Detection of these mutations in cfDNA can,
therefore, guide the selection of matched therapies. Compared to tumor biopsies, cfDNA has been shown to provide a better representation of the complete genetic
landscape of a tumor. In addition, cfDNA offers the additional benefit of serial sampling, which allows the longitudinal assessment of dynamic changes in the
concentration of cfDNA, the identification of acquired resistance-conferring mutations, and the tracking of clonal evolution. This makes it possible to monitor
response of the cancer to therapy, detect the emergence of acquired resistance, as well as monitor and predict minimal residual disease and recurrence following
surgery or therapy.
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still not well characterized, it can be present either in naked form or
associated with internal and external mitochondrial membrane frag-
ments [47]. Unlike the typical three-mode size signature of autosomal
cfDNA produced by apoptosis, cf-mtDNA has been shown to be more
fragmented; typically ranging between 40 and 300 bp [33,45,48–50].
This size range can be ascribed to the absence of nucleosome-associated
histone proteins (i.e., the absence of higher order packaging), which
render “naked” cf-mtDNA exposed to enzymatic cleavage.

In contrast to cellular destruction, early studies indicated that a
significant fraction of cfDNA is derived from active cellular secretions
[21,51–55]. Recent in vitro cell culture studies have demonstrated the
presence of cfDNA in culture medium at levels which do not correlate
with the processes of apoptosis, necrosis, or DNA replication. Moreover,
these cfDNA fragments are in the range of 1000–3000 bp, which is a
size not typically associated with apoptosis or necrosis [56–58]. This
provides further evidence for the active release of cfDNA. While the
exact mechanisms involved in the active release of cfDNA remain un-
clear, it is possible that cfDNA is released as a consequence of genomic
instability [59]. In keeping with this, a recent paper reported for the
first time the presence of extrachromosomal circular DNA in human
blood [60]. This species of DNA molecules is typically extruded from
the nucleus as double minutes, which are secondary nuclear structures
that form as a result of DNA amplification induced by chromosomal
instability [61,62]. This finding has been corroborated by another re-
search group that demonstrated the presence of a heterogeneous po-
pulation of extrachromosomal circular DNA, ranging between 30 and
20,000 bp, in human blood [63]. Another form of active or regulated
release includes DNA fragments associated with extracellular vesicles,
such as exosomes. These vesicles range in size between 30 and 100 nm
and carry cfDNA fragments that range between 150 and 6000 bp
[64–66], however, the exact ratio of cfDNA bound to the exterior sur-
face vs those localized in the interior are yet to be determined.
Nevertheless, the commonly held assumption that apoptosis is the main
origin and most relevant fraction of cfDNA in human blood may be
restrictive and should be reconsidered.

There is undoubtedly a great dearth of knowledge surrounding the
origin and molecular properties of cfDNA. Although a large fraction of
cfDNA has been shown to originate from apoptosis, it is becoming clear
that cfDNA is released into circulation by multiple mechanisms.
Moreover, each of these mechanisms are modulated by a wide range of
biological and environmental factors (many of which are inextricably
linked by a complex interplay of cellular and physiological interactions)
that are virtually unique to each individual. Variables may include age,
gender, ethnicity, body-mass-index, organ health, smoking, physical
activity, diet, glucose levels, oxidative stress, medication status, infec-
tions, menstruation, and pregnancy [42,67,68]. Besides the mechanism
of release, the characteristics of cfDNA are greatly influenced by the
rate of its clearance. Studies have estimated the half-life of cfDNA in
circulation between 16min and 2.5 h [69–71], but this requires further
confirmation in various settings (e.g., healthy vs diseased; before sur-
gery vs after surgery; at rest vs after exercise). Although the mechan-
isms by which cfDNA is cleared from blood remains poorly understood,
it may be achieved by DNase I activity [72,73], renal excretion into the
urine [74–76], and uptake by the liver and spleen followed by macro-
phagic degradation [77,78]. Clearance by these mechanisms may be
further influenced by the association of cfDNA with protein complexes,
extracellular vesicles, and the binding of individual cfDNA fragments to
several serum proteins (e.g., Albumin, transferrin, fibrin, fibrinogen,
prothrombin, globulins, C-reactive protein, HDL, Ago2, and SAA) (re-
viewed in [67]). Moreover, cfDNA can be recognized by various cell-
surface DNA-binding proteins and be transported into cells for possible
degradation to mononucleotides or for transportation into the nucleus.
Interestingly, the binding of cfDNA to cell-surface receptors is depen-
dent on pH and temperature, and can be inhibited by various sub-
stances [79]. Therefore, the rate of cfDNA uptake by different cells may
also affect the rate of its clearance.

Furthermore, in cancer cfDNA does not originate only from tumor
cells. It also originates from cells of the tumor microenvironment, as
well as other non-cancer cells (e.g., endothelial and immune cells) from
various parts of the body [67]. It seems to be the case that all cells are
capable of, and are likely, continuously releasing cell-specific DNA into
the extracellular environment (it has yet to be found absent in in vitro
studies). An important point in this regard is that the concentration of
cfDNA from tumor microenvironment cells and other “healthy” cells,
the concentration of tumor-derived DNA, and the abundance of genetic
alterations in tumors varies significantly between individuals (reviewed
in [67]). For diagnosis it may, therefore, be sufficient to look only at
apoptosis-derived cfDNA originating from cancer cells. However, to
better estimate tumor dynamics, mutation load, progression or assess
the efficacy of treatment, the best approach may be to determine the
proportion of aberrant vs wild-type DNA, including all forms of cfDNA.

A related issue of possible concern is the phenomenon of genetic
mosaicism, a term used to describe the presence of two or more cell
populations with different genotypes within one individual [80,81]. It is
generally assumed that all of the somatic cells in a higher organism
contain an exact replica of the entire genetic code, and that it is subject to
change only by virtue of random mutations due to replication errors and
inevitable damage to the genome (reviewed in [82]). However, there is
accumulating evidence that the genome is continuously formatted by
both intentional and incidental rearrangements, including duplications,
deletions and insertions in both the germline and somatic cells, in both
healthy and diseased states. This is possible because of compartmenta-
lization, which creates a unique environmental niche for individual or-
gans, tissues and cells, allowing adaptation/diversification according to
localized conditions. Genetic diversification is achieved by mechanisms
such as non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR), non-homologous
end-joining (NHEJ), and Fork Stalling and Template Switching (FoSTeS),
which have been associated with transposon mobilization and insertion,
drug-induced gene duplication, retroviral mutagenesis, and the action of
mini-satellites and small RNA molecules (for a concise review, refer to
[83]). The implications of genetic mosaicism for downstream cfDNA
analyses are further discussed in Section 5.1.1.

For these reasons, the aggregate cfDNA profile present in a single
blood sample comprises a muddled blend of both "wild-type" and ge-
netically and epigenetically altered DNA fragments released by various
cells from different tissues and organs by different mechanisms under
different environmental pressures. Not only does this large population
of background DNA make it very difficult to detect cancer-associated
alterations and make comparisons between individuals, it also sig-
nificantly complicates the elucidation of the biological properties and
functions of cfDNA in vivo. The magnitude of this issue is more elegantly
argued in recent review articles in which the heterogeneity of blood
samples is illustrated by highlighting numerous putative sources and
causes that result in the presence of cfDNA in the extracellular en-
vironment [42,67]. Although it is not obvious how these issues can be
solved, it is clear that basic research into the fundamental biology of
cfDNA is needed to interpret the associations between the character-
istics of cfDNA and the clinical manifestations of cancer, and that these
associations should be given consideration during clinical validation
experiments. The possible ways in which preanalytical processing of
DNA can be affected by its diverse characteristics are briefly discussed
in Section 4. A summary of the putative sources, corresponding char-
acteristics, and dynamics of cfDNA in circulation is outlined in Fig. 2.

3. Roles of cfDNA in the pathology of cancer

Early studies have demonstrated that cfDNA fragments are able to
enter neighboring or distal cells [84–88], and accumulating evidence
suggests that cfDNA is capable of altering the biology of recipient cells.
This phenomenon has been implicated in the oncogenic transformation
of normal cells and the development of metastases [85,89–93]. While it
is currently not understood exactly how cfDNA elicits these effects,
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there are some interesting lines of evidence that can be considered.
First, it is possible that cfDNA promotes metastasis in recipient cells by
inducing the overexpression of several pro-metastatic genes through the
TLR9/MYD88 independent pathway [94–96]. Second, we have recently
shown that the majority of cfDNA released by cultured human bone
osteosarcoma (143B) cells consist of repetitive DNA and is enriched in
specific transposons (e.g., LINE-1) that are currently active in the
human genome. Considering its inherent mobility, the lateral transfer
and aberrant insertion of transposons into a host genome can disrupt
coding regions, splice signals, and activate oncogenes. For example, it
has been demonstrated that the insertion of a single hot L1 transposon
into a tumor suppressor gene can initiate tumor formation [97]. Last, it
is also possible that these effects are facilitated by the cellular uptake of

exosomes. The production of exosomes has been shown to be markedly
elevated in cancer [98], which can affect recipient cells in a variety of
ways, e.g., development of acquired resistance to chemotherapeutic
agents [99]. In contrast to the above observations, one in vitro study
suggests that the lateral transfer of cfDNA derived from healthy cells
can potentially halt the proliferation of cancer cells [100]. However,
this requires further experimental verification.

The lateral transfer of cfDNA is also involved in the augmented
resistance of cancer cells against radiation- and chemotherapy
[101–103]. During radiation therapy oxidized DNA is generated. When
oxidized cfDNA is then released and assimilated by neighboring cells it
induces DNA breaks, stimulates the biogenesis of reactive oxygen spe-
cies, and activates DNA damage response pathways. In support of this,

Fig. 2. Characteristics of cell-free DNA in the human body. (a) In cancer patients, cell-free DNA (cfDNA) originates from multiple sources, including cancer cells, cells
from the tumor microenvironment, and non-cancer cells from other regions of the body (e.g., hematopoietic stem cells, muscle cells, and epithelial cells). (b) DNA can
be liberated from these cells via different mechanisms, most prominently apoptosis, necrosis, and active secretion, although other forms of cell death and clearance
may contribute. The physical characteristics of the cfDNA produced by these different mechanisms vary considerably. Apoptosis causes the systematic cleavage of
chromosomal DNA into multiples of 160–180 bp stretches, resulting in the extracellular presence of mono- (˜166 bp) and poly-nucleosomes (332 bp, 498 bp).
Necrosis results in nuclear chromatin clumping and non-specific digestion, producing cfDNA fragments that are typically larger than 10,000 bp. Mitochondrial DNA
can also be released by these mechanisms and typically range between 40 and 300 bp. CfDNA derived from active cellular secretions have been shown to range
between 1000 and 3000 bp, while cfDNA originating from extrachromosomal circular DNA ranges between 30 and 20,000 bp. Exosomes, which also enter circulation
via regulated release, carry DNA ranging between 150 and 6000 bp. In addition, recent evidence has demonstrated the presence of DNA fragments smaller than 166
bp in blood, which might represent degraded products of any of the aforementioned cfDNA types. Extracellular levels of cfDNA is, therefore, highly dependent on the
rate of its release from cells. However, once present in circulation, cfDNA levels are further influenced by its (c) dynamic association and disassociation with
extracellular vesicles and several serum proteins, (d) rate of binding, dissociation and internalization by cells, which is dependent on pH, temperature, and can be
inhibited by certain substances (such as heparin), and (e) the rate of digestion or clearance, including the activity of DNAse I, renal excretion into urine, and uptake
by the liver and spleen.
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it has recently been demonstrated that cell-free chromatin derived from
dying cancer cells are laterally transferred to both bystander cells and
cells of distant organs, followed by genomic incorporation and the in-
duction of significant DNA damage and inflammation [104]. This can
impair genome stability and undermine the homeostatic capacity of the
tumor microenvironment, which are potent stimuli for oncogenic
transformation. Although there is currently no clear answer on how
cfDNA is integrated into the human genome, research suggests that it
may occur through non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) [90,105,106].

Although the role of cfDNA in human biology remains largely un-
explored, the above-mentioned studies suggest that further inquiry into
the functions of cfDNA may provide a new framework for a deeper
understanding of some of the molecular mechanisms that underlie the
pathology of cancer.

4. Considerations for optimizing pre-analytical procedures

As discussed in Section 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2, cfDNA does not
originate solely from tumor cells. It also comes from tumor micro-
environment cells and other non-cancer cells from various parts of the
body. CfDNA can then be released from these cells via different me-
chanisms, resulting in the presence of a cfDNA population with diverse
physical properties in circulation. It logically follows that these cfDNA
molecules are differently affected by various preanalytical steps, espe-
cially when different sample processing protocols [107], storage con-
ditions [108], and extraction methods are used. For example, cfDNA
obtained with non-hybridization-based extraction methods, which do
not filter and capture DNA fragments of a specific size, have revealed
very different size profiles [109–111]. Moreover, in our lab we have
compared two commonly used automated cfDNA extraction methods
(unpublished results). Using the same samples in each case, one method

recovered one cfDNA population (166 bp), while the other method
recovered two cfDNA populations (166 bp, and 30–100 bp, respec-
tively). Also using plasma samples, a manual extraction kit has been
shown to recover one cfDNA population of ˜166 bp, and one population
in the range of 1000–3000 bp, while automated extraction methods
were typically poor at isolating these larger DNA fragments (see ap-
plication note: MagMAX Cell-Free DNA Isolation Kit). This is probably
because automated methods have been tailored to extract DNA with a
modal size of 166 bp [111,112], based on the assumption that any DNA
fragments larger than this is a byproduct of germline DNA con-
tamination. While studies suggest that selection of short fragments may
enrich for tumor-derived cfDNA and improve error correction during
next generation sequencing, it is important not to undermine the po-
tential value of other cfDNA fragments. As mentioned in Section 2, in
vitro studies suggest that these larger fragments, or at least a fraction of
them, may originate from an active release mechanism [57–59]. In
addition, a recent study has demonstrated that these larger fragments
harbor tumor-associated mutations that were also detected in the short
cfDNA fragments [113]. It is thus very important to discriminate be-
tween these different cfDNA species in a sample before analysis. Con-
solidating data from analyses of cfDNA obtained by different extraction
methods with corresponding histopathological data will likely provide
new insights into the biological characteristics of cfDNA.

Aside from recovering different sizes of cfDNA, different extraction
methods also yield different concentrations of cfDNA [109,110,114].
The concentration of cfDNA molecules, particularly those of tumor
origin, is often very low, especially in certain cancer types and low
burden disease. Therefore, any loss of sampled material will reduce the
sensitivity of downstream molecular analyses. In this regard, it may be
useful to select a cfDNA extraction method that delivers the highest
yield, or to perform size-selection following extraction. Furthermore,

Fig. 3. A robust preanalytical workflow for tumor-derived cell-free DNA analysis. This workflow was carefully formulated by selecting the most optimal preanalytical
steps (indicated by the asterisks) from a wide range of alternative steps that are reported in the literature.
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cfDNA yield can be maximized by selecting optimal preanalytical steps.
An in-depth discussion of all the preanalytical variables that may affect
downstream cfDNA analyses has been undertaken in other publications
[115–117]. Here, we will give a brief summary of a robust preanalytical
workflow that may be considered (Fig. 3):

The primary matrix used for cfDNA analysis is blood plasma.
However, it should be noted that cfDNA isolated from other biofluids
which are in closer proximity to the tumor may provide a better re-
presentation of disease status in particular regions of interest (see Section
5.1.1). Blood should be collected in EDTA-containing tubes (e.g., EDTA-
K3) to prevent coagulation; heparin and citrate could inhibit PCR and
should be avoided. To prevent lysis of peripheral blood cells and release
of germline DNA, blood samples must be processed immediately after
venipuncture by two rounds of refrigerated centrifugation; first at a slow
speed to remove cells (e.g., 10min at 1600 x g), followed by a high-speed
centrifugation of the carefully collected supernatant (e.g., 10min at 6000
x g). Processing can be delayed to a maximum of 4–6 h. If this is not
possible, tubes containing fixative agents that conserve membrane sta-
bility are recommended. These tubes will prevent cell lysis for several
days, including during shipping. However, agitation of samples during a
delay in processing should be minimized. Following processing, the
samples can be aliquoted and stored at -80 C°. Before cfDNA extraction
plasma samples can be thawed at room temperature, however since there
are no recommendations on plasma thawing temperature in the litera-
ture it is not yet clear if this is optimal. Freeze-thaw cycles should be
avoided. For maximum yield of tumor-derived cfDNA, a method tailored
for the selective extraction of small cfDNA fragments (i.e. < 166 bp) is
recommended, or size selection for short DNA fragments can be per-
formed. To avoid loss of isolated cfDNA, samples should be stored in
tubes with a low DNA-adsorption quality.

It is important to note that there is currently no consensus among
researchers regarding these preanalytical steps [118–120]. This is a
major source of conflicting data in the literature. Therefore, the im-
portance of establishing a robust preanalytical workflow for cfDNA
analysis, in conjunction with universal equivalence of procedures,
cannot be overstated.

5. Utility of cfDNA in clinical oncology

5.1. Early diagnosis of cancer, disease staging and prognosis

5.1.1. Diagnosis
The arrival of cancer immunotherapy has revolutionized the treatment

of patients with a variety of tumors, significantly prolonging the survival
of many patients; especially those with advanced cancers (see Section 5.2).
However, the success of these therapies can be improved greatly by the
implementation of clinical modalities that enable large asymptomatic
population screening, early diagnosis, and localized treatment of a broad
spectrum of both common cancers and deadly tumor types [121,122].
However, despite its promise and years of research on the topic, early
stage diagnosis of cancer remains an extremely challenging task. The small
size of early-stage solid tumors makes it difficult to distinguish it from
normal anatomic and biochemical variation in a non-invasive manner.
This uncertainty inevitably results in the construction of detection algo-
rithms that result either in false-negative results, or introduces the risk of
high false-positive rates, over-diagnosis, and, consequently, overtreatment
[123,124]. Recent research suggests that technological advances in the
analysis of cfDNA may overcome these challenges, and possibly expedite
the early, sensitive, and accurate diagnosis of cancer [125]. Numerous
studies have demonstrated the possibility that cancer-associated mutations
can be detected in cfDNA in (i) early-stage disease [126–131], (ii) before
the presence of symptoms [132–135], and (iii) up to 2 years before cancer
diagnosis [136,137]. However, while these studies demonstrate the po-
tential of cfDNA as a marker for the early detection and diagnosis of
cancer, there are significant challenges that need to be overcome before it
can be applied in a clinical setting:

5.1.1.1. Technological and analytical limitations. The average mutant
allele fraction (MAF) is a metric that denotes the ratio between the
amounts of mutant alleles versus wild-type alleles in a sample, and
generally correlates with tumor burden. The sensitivity of the
technologies used to detect tumor-derived cfDNA is thus aptly
expressed by the range of the MAF that they are capable of detecting.
The MAF detection limits of traditional quantitative PCR (qPCR)
methods range between 10%–20%. However, many PCR-based
variations have been developed to increase sensitivity, such as allele-
specific amplification (AS-PCR) [138], allele-specific non-extendable
primer blocker PCR (AS-NEPB-PCR) [139], peptide nucleic acid-locked
nucleic acid (PNA-LNA) PCR clamp [140], and co-amplification at
lower denaturation temperature (COLD-PCR) [141]. COLD-PCR, for
example, has been shown to be able to detect a MAF of 0.1% [141]. In
contrast, digital PCR (dPCR) methods, which include microfluidic-
based droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) and BEAMing (beads, emulsions,
amplification and magnetics) [77,142–148],are able to quantify cfDNA
with extreme sensitivity (0.001%-0.05% MAF); in some cases only one
mutant cfDNA fragment can be detected in 5mL of sample [149]. This
is optimal for inexpensive absolute quantification of cfDNA and for the
detection of cancer hot-spot mutations. However, as these assays are
based on differences in the binding affinities of mutant and wild-type
alleles and generally require primers or probes that target specific
mutations or loci, multiplexing capacity is limited.

Genome-wide sequencing methods (e.g., Plasma-Seq [150], PARE
[151], FAST-SeqS [152], and mFAST-SeqS [153]) requires a relatively
large amount of cfDNA for detection (5–10% MAF), and can be used for
detecting cancer-specific copy-number alterations. Targeted sequencing
approaches using hybrid capture (e.g., exome sequencing [154], CAPP-
Seq [130,155], and digital sequencing [156]) or PCR amplicons (e.g.,
TAm-Seq [157], Enhanced TAm-Seq [158], NG-TAS [159], and Safe-
SeqS [160]) are more sensitive, and can be used to query a larger
number of loci. Whole exome (˜50 Mb) sequencing has a detection limit
of approximately 5% MAF [154], while smaller off-the-shelf multiplex
gene sequencing panels are at least 5 times more sensitive (1% MAF)
[161–163]. Recent studies have shown that the MAF detection limit for
targeted approaches can be reduced to 0.1% by minimizing the back-
ground error rates of sequencing, or by increasing the signal-to-noise
ratio of samples [155,158,160]. This can be achieved by molecular
barcoding, which involves the allocation of a unique identifier (UID) to
each DNA template followed by the amplification of each uniquely
tagged template to create UID families, or by performing independent
assays on multiple aliquots of the total amount of cfDNA that was re-
covered from plasma [157,164]. Using cancer- or patient-specific
multiplexed panels in conjunction with targeted sequencing methods,
MAFs as low as 0.01%-0.5% can be detected [130,157,158]. For ex-
ample, the CAPP-Seq assay demonstrated a MAF detection limit of
0.02% and correctly identified mutations in 100% of stage II or greater
NSCLC patients, but only detected mutations in 50% of stage I patients
[130]. By combining barcoding with an integrated digital error sup-
pression computational tool for the in silico elimination of highly ste-
reotypical sequencing errors, the sensitivity of the CAPP-Seq method
was increased approximately 15-fold (˜0.004% MAF) [155].

A realistic goal for the early diagnosis of cancer is the detection of a
tumor with a diameter of approximately 5mm (0.07 cm3), as this re-
presents an asymptomatic stage, localized, less likely to progress, and
curable. However, it seems unlikely that this goal can be met with the
current cfDNA analysis strategies described above. Based on recent
calculations, a tumor with a 5mm diameter corresponds to a ratio of
tumor-derived cfDNA to normal cfDNA of less than 1–100,000 copies
(MAF of 0.001%) [165]. Based on observations that 1mL of plasma
from healthy subjects contains approximately 3000 whole-genome
equivalents [34,166], the total amount of whole-genome equivalents in
3 L of plasma, which represents the whole blood circulation, should
contain about 9,000,000 copies. Thus, in the entire cfDNA population,
only one cancer genome will originate from a 1mm diameter tumor,
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making the chances of extracting one tumor-derived cfDNA fragment
from a 10mL blood sample very low. Indeed, this data suggests that
current methods are only able to reliably detect tumors with a diameter
greater than 1 cm (0.5 cm3) [165]. Although this is also considered an
early stage tumor, it usually corresponds with patients that already
show clinical signs and symptoms of cancer. Moreover, tumors of this
size can be identified through imaging [124]. It should be noted that
calculations for estimating the concentration of tumor-derived cfDNA,
such as those above, are often based only on extrapolation from tumor
size. However, the amount of cfDNA released by tumors is not only
dependent on size, but also on turnover activity, proliferation rate,
vascularization, and perfusion. Therefore, different tumor types of the
same size can release different amounts of cfDNA. Moreover, the final
concentration of cfDNA in circulation is influenced by the rate of its
degradation and clearance (see Section 2).

The studies discussed above suggest that the maximum sensitivity
for cfDNA analyses is limited for localized cancers. However, a recent
study has shown that the sensitivity for the detection of pancreatic
cancers can be increased by querying a combination of four protein
biomarkers and mutated KRAS cfDNA in parallel [167]. Subsequently,
the authors expanded this approach by assessing a panel of 61 ampli-
cons (16 genes) and 39 proteins (using PCR- and immune-assays, re-
spectively) to detect eight different solid tumors (ovarian, colorectal,
pancreas, liver, stomach, esophageal, lung, and breast cancer) before
the emergence of distant metastases [126]. For five of the cancers, the
sensitivities ranged between 69% and 98%, while the specificity was
greater than 99%. While these are still not optimum values for early
diagnosis, and were not confirmed in a screening cohort, this study
provides a proof-of-concept and has laid the experimental groundwork
for the further development of multi-analyte blood tests to screen for
various cancers at once. Besides proteins, it is likely that other circu-
lating biomarkers, such as extracellular vesicles [168], mitochondrial
DNA [43,50], miRNAs [169], mRNA transcripts [170], and metabolites
[171] could be combined in a similar fashion to increase the sensitivity
of tests for cancer detection and localization.

Another approach that could potentially overcome the technical
limitations of mutation-based cfDNA detection methods, is to query
genomic features of cfDNA that are altered on a larger scale in cancer,
such as differential methylation patterns [172–174] and post-transla-
tional histone modifications [175,176]. For example, methylation sig-
natures differ among tissues and cell types [177,178], and recent stu-
dies have shown that this information is encoded in cfDNA. Harnessing
this data could increase the probability of detecting cancer, aid in
pinpointing the location of a tumor, and may be useful for identifying
cancers of unknown primary origin. Several studies have detected
organ-specific and tumor-associated DNA methylation signatures in
plasma by focusing on signatures of one tissue [135,179–181]. In one
study, a method for deconvoluting genome-wide bisulfite sequencing
data was developed to produce ‘tissue methylation maps’ of cfDNA for
pregnant women, cancer patients, transplantation patients, and healthy
subjects, revealing percentage contributions by different tissues [135].
The clinical potential of this method has been substantiated by other
studies [182–184], and has provided some insight regarding the com-
position, degradation and variation of cfDNA in urine [185]. However,
some major drawbacks of bisulfite sequencing is the high level
(84–96%) of degradation of input DNA during the bisulfite conversion
process [186], high costs, and the recovery of limited information due
to the low abundance of CpGs in the genome. This can be overcome by
using alternative and bisulfite-free sequencing methods, such as hy-
droxymethylcytosine sequencing [187] or methylated DNA im-
munoprecipitation-sequencing (MeDIP-seq) [188]. An important paper
has recently demonstrated that an optimized protocol for MeDIP-seq
can be used to detect tumor-derived cfDNA in early-stage pancreatic
cancer, as well as classify several tumor types [172]. Although these
approaches are promising, both the accuracy of the method for pre-
dicting the tissue of origin and its specificity and sensitivity as a

diagnostic test is currently too low to be used in most clinical settings.
This can be improved by applying the method to a large cohort of
subjects, or by the further development of models for predicting dif-
ferentially methylated regions by using machine learning and both
biological and simulated training data [189,190]. Similar to methyla-
tion patterns, nucleosome occupancy patterns also differ between tis-
sues, have also been found to be encoded in cfDNA, and can also po-
tentially be used to classify tumors of unknown primary or cancers that
require invasive biopsies for definitive diagnosis [191,192]. However,
all of the above-mentioned approaches need large-scale confirmation
before it will become useful in clinical practice.

5.1.1.2. Sampling noise. Another major factor that limits detection
sensitivity is sampling noise due to limited blood availability. There
are ways in which this can be improved. First, larger volumes of plasma
can be collected using plasmapheresis, or the yield of cfDNA can be
increased by implanted devices that selectively capture cfDNA. Second,
preanalytical steps relating to the collection and processing of blood
samples can be optimized (see Section 4). Moreover, since recent
studies have demonstrated a shorter size for tumor-derived cfDNA
than normal cfDNA, experimental or in silico selection of shorter
fragments should enhance the sensitivity of downstream analyses
[30–34]. Indeed, a recent landmark study of 200 cancer patients has
shown that selection of these shorter fragments improved the detection
of tumor-derived cfDNA by more than two-fold in approximately 95%
of cases, and more than four-fold in approximately 10% of cases [30].
Third, extraction of cfDNA from other biofluids that are in closer
proximity to the tumor of interest may provide a much higher ratio of
tumor-derived cfDNA to normal DNA in comparison with plasma [193],
as shown in studies of CRC (stool) [194], oral cancer (saliva) [195],
lung cancer (sputum) [137,196], bladder cancer (urine) [142], ovarian
and endometrial cancers (cervical smears [131] and uterine lavage
[197]), brain tumors (cerebrospinal fluid) [198–201], and esophageal
cancers (esophageal brushings) [202].

5.1.1.3. Issues concerning diagnostic specificity and sensitivity. The
specificity and sensitivity of cfDNA tests for the screening of
asymptomatic individuals is crucial. Sensitivity indicates the proportion
of correctly identified positive results in a patient group, while specificity
describes the proportion of correctly identified negative results. The
diagnostic performance of cfDNA is best shown by the complete profile of
sensitivity and specificity using ROC curves (Fig. 4). This figure gives the
sensitivity and specificity at all possible cut-off points, and is particularly
useful for comparing the performance of a wide range of biomarkers with
each other. Meaningful measures include: (i) the area under the curve
(AUC); which should ideally be close to 1.0 and indicates no
discriminative potential of the marker if it is close to 0.5; (ii) the
sensitivity at a defined specificity; and (iii) an optimized sensitivity-
specificity combination that is reflected in the figure by the point closest
to the upper-left corner. Careful consideration should be given to the
selection of groups that will be compared using this approach. Best
curves will result if patients with advanced cancer disease are compared
with young healthy individuals. However, it is clinically more relevant to
distinguish between equally aged individuals (with suspicious
symptoms) that suffer from an early cancer or a benign disease. In this
case the curves will be less optimistic [203].

It should be pointed out that positive predictive values (PPV) and
negative predictive values (NPV) are more informative than sensitivity
and specificity in terms of screening. While PPV indicates the prob-
ability of disease if the value is positive, NPV gives the probability of
being disease-free if the value is negative. Since the frequency of cancer
cases is often very low, PPV may be low even if the sensitivity and
specificity is higher than 90%. For example, if a population of 100,000
individuals is screened for a cancer with a prevalence of 1 in 4000 (such
as ovarian or pancreatic cancer), approximately 25 people will be af-
fected, while the remaining will be unaffected. Even if the screening test
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correctly identifies all affected individuals (thus 100% sensitivity), 99%
specificity will yield close to 1000 false-positive results and a PPV of
only 2.4%. Even if the specificity can be increased to 99.9%, the test
will still yield 100 false-positive results and a PPV of 20% [165]. This
can lead to significant overdiagnosis, expensive tests and undue over-
treatment. Although these aspects seem obvious, some of the points are
often ignored in cfDNA studies, i.e. either inappropriate controls are
chosen or numbers of patients, particularly in monitoring studies, are
too small to allow general and robust conclusions. Strategies for im-
proving this includes the screening of high-risk groups (e.g., screening
smokers for lung cancer or elderly people for CRC), and combining
methods (e.g., using biomarkers for prescreening to stratify individuals
at higher cancer risk for subsequent colonoscopy or low-dose CT scan).

5.1.1.4. Ambiguity surrounding cancer-associated mutations. Although
the sensitivity of cfDNA tests can be improved through technical
advances [155], other biological factors may become restrictive. As
discussed above, confident cancer-detection using cfDNA necessitates a
high PPV of detected mutations for cancer. However, several recent
studies have reported the presence of cancer-associated genomic
alterations in both tissue biopsies and cfDNA from healthy individuals
without cancer [136,155,204–211]. Some key insights in this regard
came from the analysis of whole exome-sequencing data of the DNA
isolated from the peripheral-blood cells of 12,380 individuals. Clonal
hematopoiesis was observed in 10% of patients over the age of 65 years,
but only in 1% of patients under the age of 50 years. Moreover, it was
shown that a portion of mutated genes in patients with myeloid cancers
are also mutated in healthy individuals that never developed cancer
[211]. Therefore, if non-tumorigenic clones that bear mutations that
are typically associated with cancer expand enough to contribute a
substantial amount of DNA to the total cfDNA pool of healthy
individuals it could induce biological noise, which poses a significant
challenge to the development of cfDNA screening tests. To gain a better
understanding of the biological and clinical implications of this finding,
the clinical outcomes of healthy patients that present with cancer-
associated mutant cfDNA should be assessed. In line with these
observations, genetic mosaicism presents another obstacle to the
development of highly specific cancer tests (Section 2). Our
understanding of this phenomenon will be greatly improved by the
completion of large-scale single-cell sequencing projects [212,213].
Apart from the abovementioned, other factors can also affect the
outcome of population screening programs. For example, screening
programs are often not practical for the detection of rapid-growing

tumors, since patients with negative test results in the first round may
test positive with disseminated disease in the next screening round.
Contrarily, early detection, overdiagnosis and overtreatment of slow-
growing tumors that may remain idle for decades can result in undue
harm to patients [165].

In summary, theoretical and empirical findings suggest a limited
potential of current cfDNA analysis strategies for early-stage cancer-
diagnostics. While the sensitivity of these methods can be moderately
enhanced by incremental technological improvements, it is becoming
clear that major improvements will likely be driven by biologic based
discoveries. Although currently unsuitable for cancer screening, these
methods demonstrate sufficient sensitivity for later-disease staging,
assessing tumor burden, and prognosis. Furthermore, it holds con-
siderable promise for guiding therapy selection, evaluating response to
therapy, monitoring minimum residual disease, and predicting recur-
rence (Fig. 1). These potential applications of cfDNA are explored in the
following sections.

5.1.2. Tumor staging and prognosis
In the past three decades, numerous studies have indicated that

cfDNA levels are generally higher in cancer patients compared to
healthy subjects (reviewed in [4]). Moreover, the concentration of
cfDNA in circulation has been demonstrated to correlate with tumor
size [214–218], disease stage [129,130], and metastatic burden [157].
In a landmark study of 640 patients with different cancer types at
varying disease stages, it was shown that cfDNA levels are approxi-
mately 100 times higher in patients with stage IV disease compared to
patients with stage I disease, providing a rough proportion for esti-
mating tumor size from cfDNA concentration [129]. In stage I patients,
less than 10 mutant cfDNA copies were present per 5mL of plasma,
while patients with advanced cancers had more than 100 mutant cfDNA
copies per 5mL of plasma. By correlating a higher frequency of ctDNA
mutations or variant allele frequency with a greater tumor volume
(determined by CT volumetric analysis) subsequent studies have de-
veloped a more sensitive metric for estimating tumor size [214,215]. In
patients with high-grade serous ovarian cancer, mutant alleles in
plasma increased by 0.08% and by 6 mutant copies per mL of plasma
for every cubic centimeter of the tumor [215]. In NSCLC, a variant
allele frequency of 0.1% was shown to correspond with a tumor size of
approximately 10 cm3 (27mm in diameter), which was also the
minimum size that permitted adequate sensitivity of ctDNA tests [214].
As discussed in Section 5.1.1 (a), this is considerably larger than an
early stage asymptomatic tumor, making this technique unsuitable for

Fig. 4. The value distributions of most cancer biomarkers show an overlap of cancer patients and healthy individuals. The diagnostic performance of a biomarker is
best illustrated by ROC curves. To establish this graph, the portion of correctly identified negative controls (specificity) and correctly identified positive cancer
patients (sensitivity) are identified for all possible cut-off points (decreasing stepwise from 100% specificity). The area under the curve (AUC) and the sensitivity at a
fixed specificity (e.g. 95%) are most informative for the comparison of diagnostic markers. As control groups, healthy individuals and patients with differential
diagnostically relevant benign diseases are considered.
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early stage detection. However, it may still be useful for disease staging,
estimating tumor burden, and monitoring response of the tumor to
treatment (see Section 5.2.2)

Besides these striking differences, tumor-derived cfDNA levels were
found to vary considerably between patients with the same cancer type
and disease stage [129]. Apart from differences in the metastatic spread
or tumor burden, this variability can be partially explained by a wide
range of biologic and physiologic factors that modulate the rate of
cfDNA release and clearance, which are liable to significant intra- and
inter-individual variation (see Section 4). Additional explanations may
include (i) poor tumor vascularization, which could, on one hand, re-
strict DNA release, and on the other hand enhance cfDNA release as a
consequence of hypoxia and cell death; (ii) histological differences,
which could affect the dynamics and type of pathway for cell death and
DNA release, (iii) perfusion, (iv) turnover activity, and (v) proliferation
rate. In addition, the release of cfDNA from a tumor into circulation can
be limited by biological compartments. For example, the concentration
of mutant cfDNA molecules in the CSF of patients with primary brain
tumors has been shown to be considerably higher than in plasma. While
there is no direct experimental evidence, the authors have proposed
that the movement of cfDNA into circulation is restricted by the blood-
brain barrier [129,200].

The correlation between tumor-derived cfDNA levels and tumor
stage/size indicates the potential prognostic value of cfDNA. This is
exemplified by several studies that have demonstrated a relationship
between cfDNA levels and the outcome and survival of cancer patients
[219–225]. Moreover, some studies have shown that cfDNA often
provides a better indication of outcome than other tumor markers
[215,226–228]. This relationship is especially pronounced in patients
that have received treatment. Higher levels of cfDNA following treat-
ment often correlate with reduced survival rates and therapy resistance.
In contrast, low cfDNA levels following therapy generally correspond
with a positive response to treatment, which is often detected earlier
than traditional detection methods. These studies are discussed in
Section 5.2.2.

5.2. Guiding therapy selection

5.2.1. Initial therapy stratification
There is a strong clinical need for assessing the mutational status of

cancer patients that are in line for receiving new targeted antibody or
tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) therapies, as these therapies are only
effective when specific pathways are altered in cancer cells. Thus,
tumor tissues from patients with lung cancer, melanoma, and colorectal
cancer are regularly examined to stratify them for matched molecular
therapies [17,229]:

In non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC), the TKIs gefinitib and
erlotinib directed against the intracellular part of the epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) showed only benefit in patients with an acti-
vating mutation (L858R or exon 19 deletion) in the EGFR gene, iden-
tifying EGFR tissue mutation analysis as stratification tool for TKI
treatment of NSCLC patients [230–232]. However, although better than
chemotherapy, TKI response rates in preselected patients were only
around 70% in first-line and 50% in second-line treatment [233,234].
Recent whole genome analyses indicate that this is due considerable
genetic heterogeneity, including spatial (either within a tumor or be-
tween primary tumor, lymph node and distant metastases) and tem-
poral variability [235]. Furthermore, resistance to TKI by other muta-
tions such as EGFR (T790M) that prevents erlotinib binding, or
downstream mutations such as KRAS, PIK3CA, ALK and BRAF may also
occur [17,234]. Identification of these mutations enables the use of
alternative targeted drugs, such as crizotinib in case of the presence of
an ALK-EML fusion gene [229,236]. Similarly to lung cancer, patients
suffering from malignant melanoma will only benefit from inhibitor of
the serine-threonine protein kinase BRAF therapy (vemurafenib or
dabrafenib) in the presence of an activating BRAF mutation (V600E)

[237,238]. As resistance to vemurafenib will develop by activation of
the MAP kinase pathway, MEK-inhibitors (trametinib) show some ef-
ficacy in these cases [239]. Finally, patients with colorectal cancer are
unlikely to benefit from anti-EGFR antibody therapies (cetuximab or
panitumumab) if mutations of the KRAS gene are present [240,241].

While pre-therapeutic assessment of the mutational status in tumor
tissue is now a well-established auxiliary component in routine patient
management, some inherent disadvantages of tumor biopsies have
come to light in recent years. Progressive improvements of the tech-
niques used in the analysis of biopsied material have illuminated the
bias of single tumor snap-shots. Sequence analyses of biopsies taken
from different portions of a primary tumor and its metastases in one
patient have demonstrated markedly different mutational profiles, and
revealed extensive intra- and intertumoral evolution [235]. Therefore,
when tumor heterogeneity is unaccounted for it could prevent accurate
classification, introducing bias into the selection and efficacy of per-
sonalized treatments. While it is now clear that a single biopsy is likely
to underestimate the mutational landscape of a tumor, it is usually
impractical to perform several biopsies on one patient, especially in
cases when it is extremely invasive (e.g., glioblastoma and lymphoma).
Procedural complications have been found to occur in up to 16% of
needle biopsies [242], and often fail to obtain sufficient material for
high quality genomic profiling [243]. In addition, invasive tissue
biopsies are not supposed to be performed on patients with recurrent
disease, metastatic disease, or multi-morbidity, and usually do not
provide meaningful information in these cases. Recent studies, how-
ever, have shown that these limitations of tumor biopsies could po-
tentially be overcome by mutational profiling of tumor-derived cfDNA.
Since cfDNA is released from all cells in the human body it should allow
the characterization of the complete genomic architecture of a patient’s
cancer. Indeed, in numerous studies spanning a wide range of cancers,
profiling of tumor-derived cfDNA was able to identify mutations that
were not detected by genotyping of the corresponding tissue
[157,163,220,244–250].

However, before cfDNA can be utilized for this purpose with con-
fidence, it should not only demonstrate a high concordance with results
obtained from tissue biopsies, but also exhibit superior specificity and
sensitivity. Using various methods, both high sensitivity/specificity and
high concordance was demonstrated in several studies for various
cancers and various mutations [70,77,138,221,250–260] (Table 1), and
demonstrates higher sensitivity/specificity than tumor biopsies in most
cases. In other studies, however, either a high concordance but low
sensitivity or specificity [261–265], or both low concordance and sen-
sitivity or specificity was obtained [260,266–271]. While it is clear that
the extent to which cfDNA can be used for therapy stratification re-
quires further investigation, these tests are gradually making their way
into the clinic. For example, in 2016, the FDA approved the cobas EGFR
Mutation Test v2 for routine clinical use. This test can be used to screen
for 42 sensitizing mutations in the EGFR gene, which helps clinicians to
identify NSCLC patients that would benefit from EGFR TKIs as initial
therapy [8,9].

5.2.2. Monitoring response of cancer to therapy
The short half-life of cfDNA, together with the non-invasiveness of

venipuncture relative to tissue biopsies and imaging makes cfDNA an
ideal marker for monitoring the response of cancer to therapy, or to
monitor disease burden after surgery. Numerous studies that have as-
sessed patients during the course of treatment have demonstrated a
correlation between lower cfDNA levels and a positive response to
treatment in various cancers [273–276], including colorectal
[70,277,278], ovarian [157,218], breast [227,279], NSCLC
[130,280–283], melanoma [222,284–289], and brain tumors [290].
Similarly, higher levels of cfDNA in cancer patients generally corre-
spond with poor response to treatment, therapy resistance, higher risk
of relapse, and reduced survival rates [215,227,289–295]. In many of
these studies, it was shown that cfDNA was able to monitor response to
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therapy more sensitively than traditional or alternative detection
methods [220,226–228,296,297]. For example, in a recent study on
pancreatic cancer patients receiving gemcitabine-based chemotherapy,
rapid and complete reduction of KRAS cfDNA (often within the first
week) were mainly observed in patients with response to therapy, while
non-responders presented either with continuously high KRAS cfDNA
levels, moderate decreases, or re-increases after temporary decreases.
For detection of progressive disease, the sensitivity (83%) and specifi-
city (100%) obtained in this study outperformed the kinetics of the
established tumor markers CA 19-9 and CEA. Moreover, this observa-
tion emphasizes the importance of defining clinically meaningful time-
points for serial cfDNA assessment, in order not to overlook the dy-
namic changes during the first phase of treatment [298].

5.2.3. Identification and monitoring of acquired drug resistance
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, drugs that exploit genetic vulner-

abilities in tumors have shown great potential for improving the
treatment of cancer patients. However, the effectiveness of these drugs
is often diminished by acquired resistance [299,300]. This resistance
may emerge either as a result of de novomutations or the expansion of a
sub-clonal population of cells with pre-existing resistance [301].
Therefore, understanding the underlying mechanisms that are involved
in the development of acquired resistance is crucial for preventing/
controlling it, but this remains poorly understood and there is currently
no effective way to detect these resistant clones or to monitor clonal
populations over time. As numerous studies have shown that tumor-
derived cfDNA better reflects the complete genetic landscape of the
tumor compared to tissue biopsies (especially in metastatic disease)
(Section 5.2.1), and also offers the additional benefit of longitudinal
sampling, analysis of cfDNA represents a promising modality for se-
quential monitoring of the molecular response of cancer during tar-
geted therapy.

First, cfDNA can be used to monitor the development of resistance
by screening for known resistance-conferring mutations
[154,274,297,300,302–310]. In a recent study, the fraction of BRAF
V600E mutations in cfDNA was shown to correlate with the response of
non-melanoma cancers to BRAF inhibitor (BRAFi) combination (EGFRi/
MEKi) therapy. On average the presence of these mutations was de-
tected five weeks prior to radiological evidence. In addition, long-
itudinal monitoring of BRAF revealed a reduction in allele fraction after
4 and 12 weeks after therapy, and correlated with progression-free
survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). Two patients with no detect-
able mutations throughout therapy showed prolonged survival [274].
Similar results have been obtained in earlier larger-cohort studies
[221,251].

Second, serial sampling and characterization of cfDNA can identify
novel resistance mutations/mechanisms [129,154,246,247,274,311–
313]. Sequence analysis of tumor-derived cfDNA from metastatic CRC
patients treated with FOLFOX and dasatinib, with or without cetux-
imab, provided interesting insights. Before treatment, 37 out of 42
patients harbored RAS/BRAF mutations. Following treatment, RAS/
BRAF mutations were detected in 41 out of 42 patients. Interestingly,
longitudinal profiling of tumor-derived cfDNA from 21 patients that
had RAS/BRAF mutations at baseline, revealed that 11 of these patients
developed additional point mutations following treatment [247]. Using
a whole genome sequencing (plasma-Seq) approach, another CRC study
of ten patients has shown that acquired resistance to anti-EFGR therapy
was modulated by gains of KRAS (in 4 patients), MET (in 2 patients),
and ERB1 (1 patient), while overrepresentation of the EGFR gene was
an indicator of good anti-EFGR efficacy. In this study, no novel acquired
mutations in KRAS, BRAF, PIK3CA, and EGFR were found using ultra-
sensitive deep sequencing [314]. This demonstrates the utility of
combining different strategies. In a study of metastatic castrate-re-
sistant prostate cancer (CRPC), several patients treated with abir-
aterone acetate plus prednisone or enzalutamide, novel agents that
target the androgen receptor (AR) pathway, presented with amplifiedTa
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AR sequences in cfDNA and elevated levels of prostate specific antigen
(PSA). This suggested that the status of AR copy number in circulation
can be used as a predictor of response to therapy in CRPC patients.
However, it was found that only 50% of the patients with AR amplifi-
cation at baseline showed PSA response, with one patient surviving
progression-free for more than 20 months [305]. An interesting finding
that relates to this is the observation that copy number variations on
cfDNA specific for the primary tumor were detected in the blood of
breast cancer patients up to 12 years after diagnosis, despite no other
evidence of disease, indicating dormancy of breast cancer cells [315].
Therefore, while it may be a useful indicator in some cases, copy
number alone cannot be used to differentiate between treatment re-
sponders and non-responders. A possible auxiliary approach may in-
clude absolute quantification of cell-free mRNA levels of the AR-V7
splice variant. In a recent study, high levels of AR-V7 mRNA in blood
were detectable in 15 out of 85 metastatic CRPC patients, none of which
achieved a PSA response. Furthermore, high levels of cell-free AR-V7
mRNA levels were associated with (i) shorter PSA-PFS, (ii) shorter
clinical PFS, and (iii) shorter OS [316].

Third, serial profiling of cfDNA can identify resistant sub-clones
before the onset of clinical progression and enable earlier intervention
[161,214,244,245,250,279,297,302,310,317,318]. Some good ex-
amples of this come from studies that assessed mutations that confer
resistance to anti- EGFR therapy in CRC. For example, in 6 of 10 CRC
patients with resistance to cetuximab and panitumumab, new KRAS
mutations were detected up to 4 months before an increase of CEA was
detected, and nine months prior to radiological relapse diagnosis. While
the tumor cells showed a resistance to EGFR inhibitors, they remained
sensitive to a combination of EGFR and MEK inhibitors, which enabled
early and individual therapy adjustment [300]. Similarly, KRAS mu-
tations were found in 9 out of 24 patients whose tumors were initially
KRAS wild-type and who were treated with panitumumab mono-
therapy. While these mutations generally occurred 5–6 months after the
start of therapy, mathematical modeling indicated that the mutations
were present in expanded subclones already before the commencement
of the panitumumab treatment [299]. Similar results have been ob-
tained by a different research group [310]. Building on these studies, a
recent study combined genomic profiling of serially collected cfDNA
and corresponding tissue biopsies with mathematical modelling of
cancer evolution. First, it was demonstrated that aberrations of the RAS
pathway were present in pretreatment cfDNA, but was not detected in
the corresponding tissue biopsy. Moreover, resistance to cetuximab was
shown to often be polyclonal in nature and is reflected by tissue and
plasma. Lastly, this approach enabled the authors to predict the ex-
pected time to treatment failure in individual patients [318].

Lastly, in some cases where a specific treatment is interrupted, a
decline or complete disappearance of acquired resistance mutations is
observed. When these cancer patients are rechallenged with the same
therapy, they often show a markedly improved clinical response and
tumor regression, which demonstrates that resistance to certain thera-
pies can be reversed by interruption of treatment [319]. In a study of
CRC patients treated with the EGFR-specific antibodies cetuximab or
panitumumab, patients that developed primary or acquired resistance
to therapy presented with cfDNA alterations in several genes (KRAS,
NRAS, MET, ERBB2, FLT3, EGFR and MAP2K1). Interestingly, after
stopping the treatment cell-free KRAS mutant clones declined. Analysis
of CRC cells showed that populations with decayed mutant KRAS clones
regained drug sensitivity [250]. In a recent CRC study, these cell-free
mutant KRAS clones have also been shown to disappear after treatment
discontinuation. In addition, they remained undetectable for a period of
12 months and were still not detected in fourth-line treatment. Re-
markably, rechallenging therapy was only successful if mutant KRAS
clones were not present in cfDNA [318]. These studies show that cfDNA
can potentially be used to monitor the dynamic adaptive changes of the
genome during intermittent drug schedules, identify patients that may
be eligible for rechallenging therapy, as well as monitor the efficacy of

rechallenging therapies.
In summary, these studies show that analysis of cfDNA samples

collected before and after treatment can provide an expanded view of
the genetic response of a patients’ tumor, including the dynamic
changes in the mutational landscape as well as the heterogeneity that
develops due to the selective pressure of therapy. In addition, it is clear
that the potential of cfDNA analyses is enhanced when combined with
results obtained from tissue biopsies and integrated with mathematical
modelling of tumor evolution. When these studies are validated in
larger patient cohorts, cfDNA can provide knowledge that will allow
prediction of individualized response to therapy, the early adoption of
alternative therapies, as well as enable the development of novel
therapeutic approaches.

5.2.4. Monitoring minimal residual disease (MRD) and relapse
A vital question in cancer management is whether further therapy

should be administered to cancer patients following tumor resection.
The most commonly used method for differentiating between disease-
free patients and those with MRD after surgery is still based on the
tumor-node-metastasis staging system, but this only gives a rough es-
timation. Since undetected and untreated MRD leads to recurrence,
most patients with high-risk clinical and pathological criteria are in-
discriminately subjected to pre-emptive adjuvant therapy, irrespective
of the fact that some patients may have already been cured by the
primary surgery and/or radiotherapy. This can lead to overtreatment,
inflicting adverse effects on the wellbeing of cancer survivors. Liquid
profiling of tumor-derived cfDNA has great potential in this regard. The
highly sensitive methods used for cfDNA analysis described thus far also
have promise for the detection of MRD and prediction of recurrence. In
important earlier work, it was shown that tumor-derived cfDNA levels
decrease by 99% in 24 h after complete surgical tumor resection in CRC.
Conversely, in cases of incomplete resections tumor-derived cfDNA le-
vels either reduced only slightly or increased significantly. Moreover,
persistently high mutation values after surgery indicated residual dis-
ease. CfDNA showed more pronounced dynamics and had a higher
predictive value for tumor recurrence than the conventional tumor
marker CEA. If patients were monitored after successful surgery, mea-
surable cfDNA levels after 1–2 months accurately identified patients
with later tumor recurrence [70]. Similarly, promising results were
obtained with metastatic breast cancer patients in whom the tumor-
related mutations PIK3CA and TP53 were found in plasma cfDNA in
97% of cases, while CTCs and CA 15–3 were detected only in 87% and
78% of cases, respectively. Tumor-derived cfDNA levels correlated
better with tumor burden and indicated tumor recurrence more accu-
rately (89%) than CTCs (37%) or CA 15–3 (50%). Thereby cfDNA
provided the earliest measure of treatment response in 53% of the
progressive patients with an average lead time of 5 months to recur-
rence detection [227]. Numerous subsequent studies have reported si-
milar findings in lung cancer [320–322], NSCLC [284,287,296,323],
CRC [277,324], hematological malignancies [317,325–327], Hodgkin
lymphoma [245], breast cancer [146,293], melanoma [289], bladder
cancer [292], and ovarian cancer [215].

In a study of 55 early breast cancer patients receiving neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, detection of tumor-derived cfDNA in plasma collected at
a single time-point after surgery was generally predictive of MRD and
metastatic relapse, but was insufficient in some cases. The accuracy of
MRD detection and relapse was improved by mutational tracking of
tumor-derived cfDNA in serially collected blood samples [313]. Similar
results were reported in a prospective study of 230 patients with re-
sected stage II CRC. In this study it was demonstrated that the absence
of tumor-derived cfDNA after surgery was predictive of recurrence-free
survival at 3 years, while the presence of tumor-derived cfDNA in se-
rially collected samples correlated with 100% recurrence [328]. While
these studies have demonstrated the capacity of cfDNA to detect MRD
and identify patients that are at high-risk for recurrence, the assays
were not able to detect tumor-derived cfDNA in more than half of the
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patients that eventually experienced recurrence. Moreover, these assays
are patient and mutation-specific. In order to overcome these limita-
tions, a recent study utilized CAPP-seq, an NGS-based method that
tracks multiple mutations per patient at very low limits of detection
(˜0,002%) and does not require personalization [130,155], for the
identification of MRD in patients with localized stage I-III lung cancer.
Remarkably, tumor-derived cfDNA was detected in the first post-
treatment blood samples of 94% of evaluable patients that experienced
recurrence. Importantly, this detection preceded radiographic pro-
gression in 72% of patients by approximately 5 months. Moreover, in
more than half of these patients, mutational profiles that are associated
with favorable responses to TKI- or immunotherapy were identified
[329]. Taken together, the above studies demonstrate the potential of
cfDNA as a highly sensitive indicator of MRD and micrometastases.
Therefore, perusal of cfDNA could enable the identification of patients
that are likely to benefit from adjuvant therapy, and could spare cured
cancer patients from the detrimental effects of undue treatment. In
addition, the detection of early relapse via cfDNA could potentially
guide the use of personalized targeted therapies.

5.2.5. Combining tissue biopsies and cfDNA-based liquid profiling
The term “liquid biopsy” is currently used to describe the analysis of

cfDNA or circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in connection with the iden-
tification of tumor characteristics [330,331]. In our opinion, this term
undermines the diagnostic importance of tissue biopsies. The latter can
provide the pathologist with important information on the complexity
of the tumor, including necrosis, signs of hypoxia, vascularization and
vascular status of the tumor bed, stroma reaction of the normal tissue,
and immune cell infiltration. Moreover, a tumor biopsy can distinguish
important phenotypical features of tumor cells and their heterogeneity.
On the other hand, a liquid biopsy can only provide information on the
molecular characteristics of the tumor itself. Besides cfDNA and CTCs,
various markers at the protein-level have been used for detecting tumor
characteristics in blood for many years. Indeed, the differentiation be-
tween tumor and normal tissue, or the characterization of the prog-
nostically relevant profile of a tumor, can be done at all levels of di-
agnostically available biomolecules. Therefore, the multi-parametric
assessment of tumor characteristics in biofluids may be better expressed
by the term “liquid profiling”. This also makes it clear that the analysis
is performed on blood or other body fluids and not on biopsied tissue.
Therefore, based on this clear distinction, best patient management
encompasses the combination of pre-therapeutic tissue biopsies and
serial blood collections for liquid profiling (Fig. 5).

6. Concluding remarks

Cell-free DNA demonstrates immense potential as a versatile bio-
marker in oncology, and marks a new point of departure in the appli-
cation of molecular methods for the development of comprehensive
clinical tests based on non-invasive personal and precision medicine. As
a next step, the clinical validity and utility of cfDNA needs to be in-
vestigated in cohorts with an appropriate number of individuals.
Whereas clinical validity refers to the usefulness of cfDNA for diag-
nostic purposes in comparison with established methods, clinical utility
refers to improving the outcome of patients – which is most challenging
considering the myriad of determinants that influence the course of
disease. For differential diagnosis of cancer from non-malignant dis-
eases in patients with suspicious symptoms or radiological findings, the
choice of appropriate control groups is essential to achieve a realistic
view of the diagnostic performance of a marker. Depending on the
depth of subgroup analyses regarding stage and histology, 50 to several
hundreds of cancer patients as well as a similar number of age- and sex-
matched controls with benign findings need to be included. Sensitivities
at clinically relevant specificity rates as well as ROC-curves should be
compared with established diagnostic tools to test the superior or ad-
ditive value of cfDNA markers.

Early diagnosis or screening is a completely different setting as it
assumes cancer detection in an asymptomatic population. Since the
prevalence of cancer even in high risk groups (such as smokers) is often
low and amounts up to only 1 in 100 or 1000 individuals, the size of the
population that needs to be investigated is generally large, i.e., more
than 10,000 individuals. Importantly, PPVs and NPVs are much more
relevant in this context than sensitivity and specificity. Depending on
cancer prevalence even markers with high sensitivities and specificities
of 90% can have very poor PPVs and create high absolute numbers of
false-positive findings [203] (see Section 5.1.1. c). Nevertheless, such
markers may be valuable as a prescreening tool in high risk patients
before other more expensive or invasive screening methods are applied.
The combination of cfDNA markers with other biomarker classes, such
as tumor-associated proteins has recently shown considerable im-
provement of diagnostic accuracy even if the cohort tested was not a
screening population [126].

Prognostic biomarker studies refer to the overall outcome of the
patients, including overall survival (OS), progression-free survival (PFS)
or disease-free survival (DFS). As patients nowadays often receive
several courses of different chemo-, antibody- or immune therapies, a
multitude of factors have to be considered for evaluation of OS. Even
for PFS or DFS testing, several hundreds of patients have to be enrolled.
Moreover, several clinical factors and biomarkers need to be included
to get meaningful results, enable subgroup analyses and multimarker
score development. Similar to diagnostic approaches, validation of
findings in an independent cohort remains highly important.

The role of cfDNA for prediction and serial monitoring of therapy
response as well as for MRD detection is one of the most challenging
endeavors as it demands the enrollment of a high number of patients
undergoing a specific therapy who receive regular and comprehensive
clinical and radiological reviews. For serial study designs with multiple
marker determinations in particular, the definition of time points and
methods for cfDNA assessment of clinically relevant and meaningful
individual marker changes, and the choice of appropriate outcome
correlates, requires many pre- and pilot studies. Recent studies have
shown fast and complete decrease of KRAS cfDNA amounts (already as
soon as after one or a few weeks) in pancreatic cancer patients re-
sponding to chemotherapy while levels of progressive patients re-
mained high or increased early after a temporary decline [298]. This
underscores the importance of performing a careful and prudent study
design, in order not to miss clinically relevant plasma cfDNA dynamics.
However, a great potential is the involvement of cfDNA as surrogate
response markers in therapeutic studies that enables enormous insights
in cfDNA kinetics, even if the markers are not used for therapy strati-
fication. A new application of cfDNA is the stratification of rechallen-
ging therapy e.g., by EGFR receptor inhibitors in colorectal cancer.
Here, the presence of plasma cfDNA RAS mutations was an unfavorable
predictive marker indicating insufficient response to therapy [318].

Although the clinical utility of cfDNA may be difficult to demon-
strate definitively, first clinical trials indicate the potential of cfDNA
assessments to improve patient guidance through diagnostic, prog-
nostic, and monitoring situations. However, in order to validate the
clinical usefulness of cfDNA, it should be compared to biomarkers that
are currently used in routine clinical practice in large-scale randomized
clinical trials [332]. Only when it shows a clear and reproducible ad-
vantage over existing biomarkers, or offers additive diagnostic, pre-
dictive or monitoring information, can it be considered for broad im-
plementation in medical practice.

Although considerable progress has been made in the last decade,
there remain many hurdles that still need to be overcome. Current
cfDNA profiling strategies are not sensitive enough for the simultaneous
screening of multiple cancers. As illustrated in Fig. 6, there are several
ways by which this can be improved, including the optimization of
preanalytical steps, sampling from body fluids with a higher mutant
allele fraction, enrichment of tumor-derived cfDNA following extrac-
tion, and performing independent assays on aliquoted replicates of
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isolated cfDNA. While dPCR techniques are highly sensitive, multi-
plexing capacity is limited. Targeted sequencing approaches based on
hyprid capture or PCR amplicons can be used to query a larger number
of loci. Moreover, the sensitivity of targeted sequencing can be in-
creased by in silico suppression of random DNA sequencing errors.

Apart from the abovementioned, recent data suggests that the sen-
sitivity and specificity of cfDNA tests can be improved significantly by
the combination of multiple biomarkers in a single parallel assessment
(Fig. 6 (g)). These combinations could result either from a bottom-up
approach, in which markers that are biologically complementary are
assembled mainly by convenient multiplex technologies, or from a top-
down approach, in which meaningful markers are extracted from a
myriad of markers revealed by proteomics and genomics. While the
bottom-up approach is supported by logistic regression, supporter
vector machine- or neuronal network-models, the top-down approach
often comprises even more complex approaches. In either case, vali-
dation in independent patient sets is paramount to confirm the findings
[333,334]. Beyond the integration of many markers and biomarker
classes, multiplexing will be necessary to integrate many relevant
clinical questions in order to obtain a holistic view on a patient, in-
cluding (i) disease characteristics, (ii) co-morbidities, (iii) unrespon-
siveness to specific drugs, (iv) the capacity and rate of drug metaboli-
zation, (v) unresponsiveness to toxic reactions, (vi) reactivity status of
the immune system, (vii) the necessity of accompanying drugs, (viii)
the interactions of diverse drugs, (ix) the development of resistances,
and (x) the probability of sustained drug response and patient outcome.
To address all of these questions, the future challenge will be to bring
all relevant biomarker classes to a single platform. Further challenges in
this regard will be to (i) facilitate quick, quality controlled, and reliable
determination of marker values, (ii) integrate the resulting data in ap-
propriate algorithms, and (iii) extract meaningful interpretations, en-
abling accurate decisions for patient management.

Although the above cfDNA analysis strategies are not currently
suited for the early diagnosis of cancer, the methods demonstrate

considerable promise for several other applications in cancer manage-
ment, including (i) later-disease staging, (ii) assessing tumor burden,
(iii) prognosis, (iv) guiding therapy selection, (v) evaluating response to
therapy, (vi) monitoring minimum residual disease, and (vii) predicting
recurrence. Harnessing the full potential of cfDNA for these purposes
requires significant refinement of the methods. While the sensitivity of
these methods can be enhanced moderately by analytical standardiza-
tion and incremental improvements of technology, it is becoming clear
that a plateau will be reached after which major improvements will be
driven mainly by an advanced understanding of the biology of cfDNA
and biologic-based discoveries.

The seemingly arbitrary quantitative and qualitative fluctuation of
cfDNA in the blood of an individual limits reproducible measurements,
concrete interpretations of results, and interindividual comparisons.
Excluding methodological reasons, this fluctuation is dependent on the
rates of cfDNA release from cells and its clearance from blood.
However, these mechanisms are relatively poorly understood.

An improved understanding of the rate of cfDNA release necessitates
a rigorous characterization of the relative contributions of apoptosis,
necrosis, other cell death mechanisms, and active secretion to the total
pool of cfDNA in different settings In addition, since each of these
sources of cfDNA is highly complex in their own right, it is crucial not
only to understand the underlying mechanisms, but to identify and
assess all the factors that significantly affect the amount of cfDNA that
is released by these processes (e.g., exercise, oxidative stress, and cir-
cadian rhythms). Similarly, an improved understanding of the rate of
cfDNA clearance from circulation requires systematic in vivo and in vitro
investigations of all contributing factors, including (i) the activity of
DNAse I, (ii) the rate of renal excretion into urine, (iii) the rate of up-
take by the liver and spleen, (iv) the dynamic attachment and detach-
ment of cfDNA to cell-surface DNA-binding proteins, and (v) the rate of
cfDNA internalization by cells. Another important point that needs to
be considered in this regard is that the rate of cfDNA degradation and
clearance by the aforementioned mechanisms are influenced by its

Fig. 5. The combination of pre-therapeutic tissue biopsies and serial blood collections for liquid profiling during and after therapy may improve the guidance of
cancer patients considerably. The mutational status in tissue is currently required to stratify patients for certain targeted therapies although it allows only a spatially
and temporally restricted “snapshot”. Genetic heterogeneity, undetectable dormant and resistant cell clones, and adverse patient conditions limit this approach.
CfDNA based liquid profiling, however, can reveal the entire mutational landscape of the cancer, and can be applied serially due to the non-invasiveness of blood
collection. Furthermore, it provides essential information on the dynamics of tumor biology that can be used at various time points during the course of the disease
for (i) therapy stratification, (ii) assessing prognosis, (iii) monitoring therapy response, (iv) early detection of disease progression, (v) recurrence detection, and (vi)
identification of acquired resistances. Together, this may provide accurate individual patient guidance and become the cornerstone of personalized cancer medicine
in the future.
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association with extracellular vesicles, protein complexes, and blood
proteins, the levels of which can vary greatly within and between in-
dividuals at different time points. Thus, it is important to conduct
fractionation experiments to determine the contribution of each cfDNA
“sub-type” to the whole cfDNA population.

Two other biological factors can potentially obscure the results of
cfDNA studies. First, the phenomenon of genetic mosaicism and the
presence of cancer-associated genomic alterations in both tissue biop-
sies and cfDNA from healthy individuals that never develop cancer can
result in false-positives and false-negatives. Our understanding of these
phenomena will be improved by the completion of large-scale single-
cell sequencing projects. Second, it is likely that factors such as meta-
bolic activity and tumor vascularity result in an unequal contribution of
different tumor subclones to the total cfDNA pool.

Although it is not currently obvious how these issues can be ad-
dressed, it is clear that further inquiry into the fundamental biology of
cfDNA, and a firm grasp of its baseline values, is needed to interpret the

associations between changes in the characteristics of cfDNA and the
clinical manifestations of cancer.
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